The New Black

Wednesday, February 17th
5:30 pm to 7:30 pm, Hendrix
Guest Introduction: Mark Rasdorf
Post-screening panel moderated by
Mark Rasdorf and Maya Pittman
Co-presented with LGBT Resource Office
& African & African American Studies

The New Black is a documentary that tells
the story of how the African-American
community is grappling with the LGBT rights
issue in light of the recent marriage equality
movement and the fight over civil rights.

Directed by Yoruba Richen
“Let’s be clear, this is the unfinished
business of Black people being Free.”

Windtalkers

Tuesday, March 22nd
6:00 pm to 8:30 pm, Sci-Tech Building 307
Guest Introduction: Bobby O’Daniel (Diné),
USMC
Post-screening Discussion Planned
Co-sponsored by the Voyages of Discovery
Series

Two U.S. Marines in WWII are
assigned to protect Navajo Marines
who use their native language as an
unbreakable radio cypher.

*Wellness Passport Program

Directed by John Woo
“This is no democracy Sergeant, this
is the Marines. They look pretty
normal I guess, expectin’ them to
wear war paint.”

Listopad

Tuesday, April 19th
6:00 pm to 8:30 pm, Sci-Tech Building 307
Guest introduction: Dr. Lida Cope
Post-screening Q & A with Producer
Jeffrey Brown via teleconferencing

LISTOPAD is a tale about the adventures of three teenage boys who become swept up in the “Velvet Revolution” of 1989 in the former
Czechoslovakia.

*Wellness Passport Program

Directed by Gary Griffin
“There was a time when Revolution
meant being absurd ....”